A new system named Home-Explorer that searches and finds physical artifacts in a smart indoor environment is proposed. The view on which it is based is artifact-centered and uses sensors attached to the everyday artifacts (called smart objects) in the real world. This paper makes two main contributions: First, it addresses, the robustness of the embedded sensors, which is seldom discussed in previous smart artifact research. Because sensors may sometimes be broken or fail to work under certain conditions, smart objects become hidden ones. However, current systems provide no mechanism to detect and manage objects when this problem occurs. Second, there is no common context infrastructure for building smart artifact systems, which makes it difficult for separately developed applications to interact with each other and uneasy for them to share and reuse knowledge. Unlike previous systems, Home-Explorer builds on an ontology-based knowledge infrastructure named Sixth-Sense, which makes it easy for the system to interact with other applications or agents also based on this ontology. The hidden object problem is also reflected in our ontology, which enables Home-Explorer to deal with both smart objects and hidden objects. A set of rules for deducing an object's status or location information and for locating hidden objects are described and evaluated.
Introduction
The development of wireless sensor network makes it possible to embed sensors into everyday artifacts, creating smart artifacts, which can act as self-aware and environment-aware agents to deliver humancentric services. One such service supported by a ubiquitous smart artifacts environment, is the real world search. Unlike Google search in the virtual world, a real world search system can identify the real-time location, status and profile information of physical world objects. Such a search system can save people a lot of time and effort in organizing and managing their physical belongings.
There are several problems in building a physical world search system. One is designing smart objects. Related work includes the MediaCup project [19] , in which various sensors are embedded in a cup to record and transmit its movement and temperature information, and the RFID-based Smart Toolbox, which can track and monitor the movable tools in a toolbox [20] . The second problem is how to locate objects, which has also been studied a lot. The Active Bats system uses ultrasonic sensors and the triangulation location-sensing technique to locate objects [1] . The Smart Floor project embeds pressure sensors in the floor to locate humans and objects [23] . More detailed information about locating systems can be found in Hightower and Borriello [17] . Most other studies are centered on the modeling of contexts derived from smart objects. Context Toolkit represents context in the form of attribute-value tuples [9] . Henricksen et al. [18] focused on constructing a formality model to gather and manage the contexts by using the UML technology. Some other context-aware systems, like CoBrA [12] and Semantic Space [32] , seek to use ontology to model contexts.
To implement a physical world search system, further researches are required. Although the sensorenhanced smart artifact strategy has been the subject of many studies, little attention has been paid to the robustness of smart objects. We know that in ideal situations, the object equipped with sensors can be detected directly. However, in some circumstances, the hidden object problem may occur. There are several possible reasons for this problem: 1) Sensor faults (e.g. a sensor is broken or has a dead battery); 2) Sensors blockage (as shown in Fig. 1(a) , the smart book Book-C is not detected by its ultrasonic sensor signal because it is blocked by Book-A); 3) Presence of non-sensor-equipped objects (e.g. a new book or belongings brought in by a visitor). Objects in these situations are all called hidden objects and locating them is sometimes very important (for instance in the scenario in Fig. 1(b) , the robot did not notice the hidden object "new book" and put a full cup of water on it, exposing it to the "wet danger", i.e., the water may be spilled on the book). Therefore, detecting hidden objects like Book-C is a challenge that we should confront. Additionally, when a hidden object is detected, how to identify it so as to list it in the relevant search results is the other problem that an object search system should try to solve. The other common weakness of the previous systems is due to their context infrastructure. Current ad hoc context infrastructures that layer on programming objects (e.g., Java Classes), data structures or database schemes make it difficult to reason and to share and reuse knowledge. Although some pervasive computing research deals with these difficulties [2, 11, 12, 32] using the normalized ontology technique, they take little account of the contexts derived from smart artifacts. Robustness of the embedded sensors (i.e., the potential hidden object problem) has been particularly neglected in their ontologies.
We propose an indoor physical artifact search and management system named Home-Explorer. This system is based on our previous work [4, 5] , but we have made great progress since those papers. Here, we report two main improvements over other studies. First, our system layers on a standardized and explicit knowledge infrastructure named Sixth-Sense, which explores Semantic Web technology to define a common ontology SS-ONT (Sixth-Sense Ontology) that aims to develop human-artifact interaction systems. Second, with the help of the underlying ontology infrastructure and the supporting tools for Semantic Web, Home-Explorer can both handle smart objects and detect hidden objects via rule-based context reasoning. In addition, to facilitate human search tasks, multiple search modes are incorporated into our system. 
Overview of Home-Explorer
In this section, we present an overview of Home-Explorer and its knowledge infrastructure and system structure. Figure 2 is an illustration of the architecture of Sixth-Sense, our ontology-based context-aware infrastructure. As the figure shows, Sixth-Sense consists of one common ontology server and six collaborating layers.
Sixth-sense infrastructure
Ontology server is an ontology repository that serves as a shared knowledge base where all the other layers can retrieve or store the defined (or deduced) information (we discuss it in detail in Section 3). Physical Layer tracks various artifacts and devices, most of which are frequented used in typical homes. Sensor Deployment Layer mainly concerns how to deploy sensors. Context Acquisition Layer's work is to acquire low-level context information from heterogeneous sources (e.g., sensors, web services). Each derived context in this layer reflects one feature or attribute of a related entity (e.g., a cup) or an abstract concept (e.g., weather). Context Reasoning Layer is implemented at two different levels: (1) the ontology inference using the description logic reasoner Racer [30] ; (2) rule-based logic inference using SWRL [25] and the Jess inference engine [15] to infer higher-level contexts from low-level ones. Application Layer includes a number of applications that use the defined or derived context knowledge to deliver expected human-centric services. Home-Explorer is one such application. Display Layer mainly considers about how to display and transmit the inferred information to users. In some computer-related applications, the information can be displayed as application interfaces like GUI or in the form of Web pages.
System structure
Home-Explorer's whole operating process is shown in Fig. 3 , where it can be seen that its design is ontology-centric and it consists of three components, separately for smart object localization, hidden object detection, search engine and interface design. We will present them in the following sections. 
OWL ontology used in Home-Explorer
An explicit context infrastructure is a key element when building smart artifact systems. Our SixthSense infrastructure uses ontology to model contexts because doing so enables context sharing, knowledge reuse, semantic query and context reasoning.
Why ontology?
As mentioned in the introduction, most current smart artifact systems rely on ad hoc representations of context information. In contrast to these ad hoc infrastructures, context modeling based on ontology is more normalized and promising and can at least offer the following three advantages. First, ontology's hierarchical structure enables developers to reuse domain ontologies (such as the modeling of smart artifacts) when building new domain-related applications. Second, an ontology provides a shared vocabulary base, which enables the independently developed applications and agents to interoperate based on common understanding of the context semantics. Finally, using ontology as a knowledge infrastructure allows the underlying system implementations to be better integrated with the existing ontology technologies (such as the ontology inference engines and querying mechanisms supported by the Semantic Web).
Our Sixth-Sense infrastructure explores the Semantic Web [28] technology to define a common ontology whose purpose is the development of intelligent human-artifact interaction systems. The Sixth-Sense Ontology (SS-ONT) is expressed by the emerging Semantic Web language OWL (Web Ontology Language) [8] , which provides standardized approaches and support tools for knowledge sharing and logic reasoning. In the next subsection, we present detailed information about SS-ONT.
An extended ontology for Home-Explorer
SS-ONT is designed at two levels. The upper ontology is a high-level ontology that provides a set of 
Artifact
Explicit and precise definitions about the physical artifacts are important as smart artifact applications. In the current ontology, the defined artifact properties can all be classified as one of five types: object profile and state information, location description, relationships with humans, relationships with other objects, and robustness.
(1) Profile and state information: these describe, respectively, the static (e.g., hasName, hasShape, hasColor, hasLength, hasWidth, hasHeight or isLuminous) and dynamic properties (e.g., hasTiltAngle, isMoving) of an artifact. (2) Location: To approximate human cognition, we prefer to use symbolic (or relative) expression rather than absolute location (i.e., raw coordinate data). In this way, a key's location can be represented as: "on (key, table)", which means the key is on the table. Obviously, it's much easier for a human to find an indoor landmark object (e.g. a table) than a small object (e.g. a key), so the symbolic expression delivers an efficient way for humans to find things. To achieve this goal, we borrowed two subclasses from the Artifact class: SkeletonObject and SmartObject (as Fig. 4 shows) . Several large and mostly static artifacts are selected to serve as skeleton objects (i.e., indoor landmarks), while all other little and easily movable objects are categorized into the SmartObject class. Figure 4 lists several inherited subclasses of these two artifact types. In SS-ONT, the property "isLocatedOn" is defined to represent the location relationship between smart object A and skeleton object B (means A is located on B). Besides this property, we define two other terms to reflect the spatial relations between two SmartObject instances (e.g., a book is placed on another book). The two properties, isOver and isUnder, are defined as OWL inverse properties. That is to say, the assertion that A is placed on B is equivalent to the assertion that B is under A. Other than the purpose of locating an object (like "isLocatedOn"), these two properties are imported to enforce some reasoning tasks (described below). In addition, a Boolean datatype property hasNoUnderObject is defined to denote whether or not smart object B is placed under smart object A; if no such object B exists, A's hasNoUnderObject property will be set to true. For the SkeletonObject instances, in view of the fact that they will act as reference objects to other smart objects, some particular properties to specify their coverage area are needed. For example, the coverage area of a skeleton object with a rectangular surface can be expressed by four OWL datatype properties: hasMaxX, hasMinX, hasMaxY, hasMinY, which involve the maximum and minimum horizontal coordinate values. There is also another datatype property "hasHeight" to denote the height of this skeleton object, and a Boolean property "hasLoadedObject" to express whether there is any object located on this skeleton object. An OWL object property "isLocatedIn" is defined to specify in which room the skeleton object is placed. (3) Relationships with humans: This mainly reflects the relations between artifacts and humans.
isOwnedBy and isInteractedBy are two such properties. (4) Relationships with objects: Beyond the physical relations, there are also logical relations among artifacts (e.g., the functional relation between a toothbrush and a glass). Compared to the physical relations, the logical relations among artifacts can sometimes provide more precise and direct information (e.g. assuming a scenario in which we have to identify what is placed in a glass, as the known functional relationship, we may guess that it is a toothbrush but not a pen). To the best of our knowledge, the logical relations among physical artifacts have little been discussed in previous smart space research. However, by using OWL, we can easily reflect them in our ontology, and the current SS-ONT defines four such logical relation types.
Definition 1. (Combinational Relation):
Some objects work as components or accessories for other objects, e.g., the relation between mouse and computer (reflected by predicate "hasComponent" in SS-ONT).
Definition 2. (Family Relation):
Objects that belong to the same category sometimes have this relationship because, in daily life, some similar operational modes exist when humans deal with objects in the same category (e.g., people deposit all their books on the bookshelf, or place all their umbrellas in the umbrella stand near the door). We use an OWL Boolean property "hasFamilyRelation" to denote whether the object class has such a relation.
Definition 3.
(Partner Relation): Several objects can cooperate as partners to perform some human-centric tasks and always are arranged in the same way. Possible instances include tables and chairs, foreign language books and electronic dictionaries. The partner relation between objects is symmetric, and a symmetric property "hasWorkPartner" is used to represent this relation.
Definition 4.
(Functional Relation): Some objects are designed for a specific functional purpose, which is to serve or to support another kind of objects' work (e.g. a toothbrush and its supporter glass). We use "hasFunctionalPartner" to express this relation.
(5) Robustness: As mentioned in the introduction, the embedded sensor may sometimes not work well, which causes the related smart object to lose its smart status. Sometimes, too, there are no sensor-equipped objects. Either of these factors may cause a hidden object problem. A well-defined ontology should reflect such unstable factors. In SS-ONT, there is another subclass inherited from the "Artifact" class named "HiddenObject", which represents these no-exactinformation objects. To support detection and localization of these hidden objects via context reasoning, several properties are defined: "isDetected" is a Boolean property that denotes if a given hidden object is detected; "isDetectedAt" is a time property that denotes the instant the object is detected, and; "isLocatedOn" and "isNear" are two properties that represent the hidden object's location.
Security filter
If people prefer, for reasons of convenience, to live in a context-aware home, every reasonable measure should be taken to prevent information generated by the system about their private life from being accessed by others. Otherwise people will not find life in a smart house pleasant [24] . In an artifact management system, the resident manager should, on the one hand, have the authority to decide which artifacts can be publicly viewed and which cannot, and on the other hand to allow access to different users, e.g. friends.
To this end, SS-ONT classified the "Person" class into four subclasses: Master, Familier (denotes a family member), Friend, and Guest. In addition, objects are classified into five types: Public (e.g., a story book), ProtectedFamily (objects shared by the whole family, such as furniture), ProtectedFriend (an object that is privately owned but set by the owner to friend level), Private (personal objects, such as diaries) and Hidden (hidden objects). The first four object levels are used for smart objects while the last one is for hidden objects. A Master user can track all the smart objects; A Familier user can view the private objects that belong to him (represented by the "isOwnedBy" property of the Artifact class) and the other three smart object types; If a Familier user A has a friend B, and A sets its private object O level to be ProtectedFriend, then O will be accessible to B; Finally, a Guest user can only access Public objects. In addition, for the sake of security, objects at the Hidden level can only be tracked by Master users. With this protection policy, if B wants to search an object that belongs to another Familier user C, our system will block his access. 
Sensor
Our system uses various sensors, including U3D (ultrasonic 3D location) sensors, MICA2 mote sensors [7] (a combination of an acceleration sensor, a light sensor, and a sound sensor) and Kinotex pressure sensors [27] . Such sensors are either attached to smart artifacts or placed on skeleton objects. The MOTE sensor family and some sensor attached artifacts are illustrated in Fig. 5 . To reflect the various sensor types, we borrowed several subclasses from the top class "Sensor", like U3D and MOTE (see Fig. 4 ). A number of properties that represent sensor values are also defined. For instance, "hasLxValue", "hasLyValue" and "hasLzValue" denote the real-time coordinate values derived from U3D, whereas "hasOldLxValue", "hasOldLyValue", and "hasOldLzValue" represent the sensor data for the last update time (i.e., a historical data record). "hasAxValue" and "hasAyValue" denote the two axis acceleration sensor values.
Category standard
It is known that people always use the concept of category to distinguish between objects. Each category should have one or more particular attributes that distinguish it from other object categories. A definition of this artifact category principle is given here.
Definition 5. (Category Standard):
Each object category has its product or design standards, such as shape, size, color or weight, which are all endowed with specific or unified definitions (e.g., the size of a sheet of paper can be A4, B5; while the shape of the bottom of a cup is usually circular). We call this category standard.
Use of category standard helps recognize objects and SS-ONT has a top class Standard to reflect this concept. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , class Standard has a number of individuals (e.g., Cup-Standard, KeyStandard) that denote different category standards. A set of properties is defined to describe the standards. OWL datatype properties hasMaxLength, hasMinLength, hasMaxWidth, hasMinWidth, hasMaxHeight, and hasMinHeight are used to express the general dimension range of this object category. Properties such as hasWeight, hasShape, and hasColor are used to describe the common attributes of the same kind of object as well.
Finding indoor smart objects
Having presented our ontology infrastructure, we now describe the development of the Home-Explorer components that are based on it. First, we will explain how the system finds smart objects. 
Localization of smart objects
For reasons explained above, we want our system to locate smart objects symbolically (i.e., in relation to skeleton objects), but the raw data received from the U3D sensors are absolute location data (i.e., 3D coordinates). Absolute location information is transformed to symbolic location information with a user-defined rule:
Rule-1: For smart object A and skeleton object B, if the downward projection of A is within the range of B, we conclude that A is placed on B.
SS-ONT supports the rules in the form of Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL), which is intended to be the rule language of Semantic Web [25] . SWRL enables users to write Horn-like rules to reason about OWL individuals and to infer new knowledge about these individuals. One of the most powerful features of SWRL is its ability to support a range of built-ins [6] . A built-in is a predicate that takes one or more arguments and is evaluated to be true if the arguments satisfy the predicate. For example, a greaterThanOrEqual built-in can be defined to accept two arguments and return true if the first argument is no less than the second one. Some SWRL built-ins, which are preceded by the namespace qualifier swrlb, are used in Eq. (1).
By using Rule-1, we can represent the smart object's location as its spatial relation with the skeleton objects. We also have other rules to represent the spatial relations between different smart objects, for instance, the "isUnder" property defined in SS-ONT. However, using the U3D sensors to determine if one object is under another one is not an easy thing. As Fig. 6 shows, owing to the relatively fixed spatial relations between the object and its sensors, and different locations of two objects X and Y , the horizontal distance, (x4, y4), i.e., (|x1 − x2|, |y1 − y2|), between them will be different (because the data from their location sensors only represent two object locations in the real world but do not represent whole object spaces). For simplicity, we merely specify that all U3D sensors are attached to the top surface of smart objects. In Fig. 6 , it can be seen that, although the value of the pair (x4, y4) is changing, it cannot exceed the range of (l, w), where l and w separately denote the sums of object X and Y 's lengths and widths. This condition can, to a certain extent (an exceptional case is discussed in Section 6.2), ensure that there is an overlap between X and Y . The second condition comes from the difference in height between these two U3D sensors, i.e., if the Z-coordinate value difference (z1 − z2) is larger than the height of object X, we can conclude that Y is under X. This rule (Rule-2), represented in the form of SWRL, is given in Eq. (2) 
Search modes for smart objects
To provide more friendly and intelligent human-centric services, we provide multiple search modes to facilitate the human search tasks. There are currently three ways of searching for smart objects.
Search by Name: The most common type of search in daily life is to find an individual object, such as Bob's bicycle key. By querying the ontology server with human input, this can be easily done. In the ontology's view, this mode can be interpreted as returning an individual (defined in the ontology) with a given name.
Search by Location: Sometimes people would like to know what is placed in a specific place, such as on a study table. Since our system locates smart objects based on their spatial relations with skeleton objects, if a skeleton object is named, the system can list all the objects that are on it, which will help people to make decisions or avoid dangerous situations (e.g. a cup of water and books and files placed on the same desk). In the ontology's view, this mode can be interpreted as returning all individuals whose "isLocatedOn" property value matches the human input.
Search by Category: In some cases people may not need to find an individual object and may want instead to find a series of objects that belong to the same category. For instance, Bob may want to choose an interesting book from among his books). In the ontology's view, this mode can be interpreted as returning all the individuals that belong to a targeted OWL class.
Mechanisms for searching for hidden objects
Home-Explorer provides special mechanisms to deal with the hidden object problem when the smart objects are lost due to the sensor faults or for other reasons. We should find a way to detect and locate hidden objects.
Rule-based hidden object detection
In Home-Explorer, hidden objects are also detected using a set of user-defined rules. The rules are mainly abstracted from common sense knowledge and various physical relations among objects. Look back to Fig. 1(a) to see how common sense works in daily life. By analyzing the physical relations between smart object Book-A and skeleton object Table-B, we can infer that Book-A is not placed directly on the desktop because there is a height difference between them, then common sense indicates that there must be something between Book-A and the desktop; however, by executing Rule-2 in Section 4.1 for smart objects, we find that none of them is located under Book-A, so we may conclude that there is a hidden object. Based on this analysis we can conclude two things about the hidden object: first, that it is present and second, its approximate location. In other words, common sense reasoning can effectively and simultaneously detect and localize hidden objects.
All the inference rules derived from common sense knowledge are represented as SWRL rules and stored in the SWRL Rules Base (see Fig. 3 ). Based on the different types of knowledge the rules concern, we formulated four types, examples of which are presented below.
(1) Spatial relation Rule-3: If smart object A is on skeleton object B and is laid flat (i.e., not tilted), there is no touch point between A and B, and there is no other smart object under A, then we infer that there is a hidden object C between them (as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) ). This is formulated in Eq. (3). (3), M = 10), then we conclude that hidden object C exists, otherwise not. Threshold M is used to reduce the influence of sensor noise, which causes fluctuations in sensor values even when the object does not move.
Second, the SWRL rules can not deduce that there is some new individual that has not been defined in the OWL ontology (though they can derive, assign, and update the property values of existing individuals), we must define an individual HiddenObject (e.g., Hidden01) in our ontology but set its hasDetected property to be false before a search using the SWRL rules is attempted. When, by some inference rule like Rule-3, a new hidden object is detected, the present individual HiddenObject's (Hidden01's) hasDetected property will be set to true. Meanwhile, a new individual HiddenObject (like Hidden02) will be created in our ontology. Of course, its hasDetected property will again be set to false when it is created.
Third, by using this rule, we not only detect the hidden object, but also get its relative location, which is reflected by isLocatedOn and isNear in Eq. (3).
Fourth, the hasTiltAngle property determines whether the relative object is laid flat or tilted, the value of which can be determined by the two axis acceleration values from the MOTE sensor the object equipped. This determining process is also implemented according to several rules, and one rule that asserts that the object is laid flat is given in Rule-4 (Eq. 4). (4) The main principle is that different tilt angles can yield different acceleration values. First, we measured the acceleration value when the object was laid flat. Because there was noise, the measured results were bounded in two intervals (the x-axis in [−1.1 g, −0.7 g], and the y-axis in [0.5 g, 0.75 g] (the available range is ± 2 g in the MOTE sensor we used). This result is reflected in Rule-4.
Another rule for detecting a hidden object using spatial relations is given below.
Rule-5:
If smart object A is located on skeleton object B, A is tilted, there is no other smart object under A, and nobody is using it, then we infer that there is an object C between A and B, as illustrated in Fig. 7(a) . This is formulated in Eq. (5) 
isLocatedOn A B hasTiltAngle A true isInteractedBy A NoPerson hasNoUnderObject A true isDetected C false isLocatedOn C B isNear C A isDetected C truê^Ĉ
It should be noted about this rule that, because some human action may have caused the object to tilt, we added the premise that nobody is using the object. The value of the property isInteractedBy will be assigned to a certain individual Person when human behavior is detected (NoPerson is a special individual Person defined in SS-ONT to indicate that nobody is present). Since human behavior is not the focus of this paper, we satisfy ourselves with giving a common principle for determining whether some artifact-centric human behavior has occurred: There are two major factors in this determination, first, the human must be near this artifact (reflected by the Person property isLocatedNear in SS-ONT, shown in Fig. 4) , and; second, the state of the artifact changes when a human arrives.
(2) Force relation Rule-6: If skeleton object A is subject to downward pressure in scope Sp (action zone of the force) and there is no smart object x located in Sp, then there will be a hidden object B on A, as shown in Fig. 7(b) . This is formulated in Eq. (6 (6) In Eq. (6), the action zone of force Sp (derived from the pressure sensor values) is represented as an individual SkeletonObject. In this way, we can easily use the smart object localization rules, such as Rule-1, to determine whether a smart object is placed on it, i.e., to derive the value of hasLoadedObject (see Eq. (1)). Using this rule, the system can both detect hidden objects and determine some of the properties of the object, such as its size (by action zone) and weight (by pressure intensity).
(3) Change of motion state
Rule-7: If smart object A is located on skeleton object B, A's state changes during period P (from rest to horizontal motion), and there is no human interacting with A, then there will be a moving object C near A, as shown in Fig. 7(c (7) In Eq. (7), if the x-coordinate value difference between two U3D sensor updates (|x1 − x2|) is above some threshold M (in Eq. (7) it is assigned to 100) and the z-coordinate value difference (|z1 − z2|) is below another threshold N (set to 10 in Eq. (7)), then we conclude that there is movement toward A. Thresholds M and N are also used to reduce the influence of sensor noise (as in Eq. (3)). However, Eq. (7) only makes an assertion based on the object's displacement relative to the x-coordinate, so a symmetric rule that relative to the y-coordinate is also required. As these two rules are very similar (they merely change the relative x variables in Eq. (7) to y variables), we don't list the second one in detail.
(4) Sender-receiver pairs
The term, sender-receiver pair, refers to several smart objects cooperating to monitor the environment. In such a pair, one smart object acts as the physical signal sender (such like a light source), and others act as signal receivers by using an attached sensor, such as a light sensor). Rule-8, given below, illustrates how to use smart object pairs to detect a hidden object.
Rule-8: Of smart objects A and B, B is a stable light source, and A can sense the light B transmits. If A's light sensing value changes during period P (from bright to dark) and A is not acted upon by any person, then there is an object C between A and B, as shown in Fig. 7(d) . This is formulated in Eq. (8) (8) In Eq. (8), x2 − x1 and |y1 − y2| separately denote the change in A and B's light sensing value between two MOTE sensor updates. x2 − x1 is above some threshold M (set to 30 in Eq. (8)), butis less than another threshold N (set to 20 in Eq. (8)). Therefore, it can be concluded that B does not change but that A's light sense value does change.
Search modes for hidden objects
In some circumstances, the target of a search might be a hidden object. For instance, when a user wants to find the bedroom key and it happens to be a hidden object. In these cases, when "bedroom key" is input and the smart object search modes (presented in Section 4.2) are used, it is impossible to find it. Therefore, a new way of solving this problem should be found. As shown by the "bedroom key" problem, since it is not easy to search it in smart object modes, we may change our search focus to hidden objects. As in the smart object search, the system has multiple search modes for hidden objects.
Search All: This method lists all the detected hidden objects. In the ontology's view, this mode can be interpreted as returning all individuals that belong to the HiddenObject class. This search mode is useful for the Master user, who can get a global view of hidden objects and take measures to deal with them.
Search by Attribute Matching: One general way to recognize an unknown object is by its attributes. The more attributes the system recognizes, the more easily it can determine its identity. Therefore, to the system should acquire as much of the hidden object's attributes as possible. In reality the system acquires attribute information during the hidden object detection process, such as the height value in Rule-4 and the weight and size attributes in Rule-6. A novel way of recognizing hidden objects can be implemented based on the derived attributes and the category standard (see Section 3.2.4) defined in SS-ONT. Figure 8 shows two entities: Key Category (the key category standard) and Hidden06 (a hidden object). Key Category consists of five specific attributes, while Hidden06 has four derived attributes. Note that Hidden06's attributes all drop in the relative intervals or have the same value in comparison with those in Key Category. This means that we can assign a degree of probability or match rate, 0.8, to the proposition that Hidden06 is a key.
The idea of this approach is similar to the topological or fingerprint mapping used for robot navigation and localization [22] , which compares perceptional object-features with known database data (for place description) to estimate a robot's current position. It's also similar to the role-based classification approach mentioned by Beer et al. [31] , which classifies an unknown object by comparing its attribute sets with the known attribute templates. Approaches like these all work with uncertainty, mainly informing users of the probability of each hidden object being the target, leaving the truth to be determined by the user.
Search by Associated Rules: This approach is based on the logical relations among objects that we discussed in Section 3.2.1. A definition of how the logical relations work is given below.
Definition 6. (Associated Rules):
there are various logical relations existing among objects. According to the natural qualities and functions of objects, or humans' daily habits or intentions, the objects with such relations are usually close to each other in the real world. We call these the associated rules.
According to our system, since the hidden objects are detected by nearby smart objects, according to Definition 6, associated rules may exist among them. Thus we can conjecture what the hidden object is using smart object information. For instance, when a hidden object Hidden01 is detected by a smart object Book-A, since the Boolean "hasFamilyRelation" property is set to true for the Book category (see Fig. 4 ), we may conclude that Hidden01 is also an individual Book. It should be noted that this kind of estimate is a low probability one (lower than attribute matching). However, because it is simple and efficient, we can still treat it as an effective method for our system.
Implementation and evaluation

Prototype implementation
In this subsection, we describe the current prototype implementation of our system from six aspects.
(1) Ontology Design We adopted Protégé 3.3 bata (an open-source OWL editor) [29] to create and edit our SS-ONT ontology (upper and domain) and we stored it at the OWL files mode. To manipulate the ontology at the programming level (e.g., via Java), we used the Protégé-OWL API [13] to load, update and save these OWL files. 
(2) Context Query
Massive query operations are unavoidable as systems for real-world searches. The Protégé-OWL API also provides simple methods to query the OWL ontologies. However, the efficiency and expressive power of this kind of query is not high. To support advanced queries, we adopted the SPARQL language, a standard RDF query language developed by W3C, as the context query language. Our SPARQL queries are backed by the Jena 2 Semantic Web API [14] , which uses a module named ARQ to support SPARQL queries [3] . SPARQL queries consist of a series of triple patterns (i.e., <subject, predicate, object>) and modifiers. The statement for querying what objects are placed on the DinnerTable (search by location, the second search mode for smart objects) is given in Eq. (9). 
) Context Reasoning and Inference Engine
All the SWRL rules defined in our system are created and edited using Protégé SWRL Editor [26] . The current SS-ONT has 27 rules for different purposes, e.g., object state detection, human/object localization, human behavior/activity prediction, and rules for hidden object detection. A forwardchaining inference engine named Jess [15] is used to execute the rules based on the SS-ONT knowledge facts. The interaction between SWRL rules and the Jess inference engine is implemented through the SWRL-Jess Bridge API [21] .
(4) Test Experiment
We used our workspace, a 4.0 × 3.3 m 2 portion of our laboratory, as the test-bed, (see Fig. 9 ). We deployed 16 ultrasonic receivers on the ceiling to work with the U3D sensors. Also, as Fig. 9 shows, there are several skeleton objects in our test space (e.g., Neptune Table and Umbrella Stand).
(5) Search Interfaces
Home-Explorer's main interfaces, which build on JavaServer Pages (JSP) technology, are shown in Fig. 10 . To ensure security, the user should first login to our system with his authorized account, including user type (e.g., Master or Friend), user name, and password (see Fig. 10(a) ). In terms of the security policy defined in our ontology, different user types can only search the relevant level's objects (e.g., a Friend user can't search a FamilyProtected level object). This policy is reflected in the search results. The main search interface (Fig. 10(b) ) is presented after user login, and the user can input the object search keyword on it. As described in Sections 4.2 and 5.2, we provide a total of six search modes: three for smart object search and three for hidden object search. Figure 10(c) illustrates the search results of books via the "search by category" mode, from which we can see that the relevant location and update time (to the embedded sensor) information is listed.
Evaluation
Because our search application is layered on a series of inference rules, the performance of the defined rules will directly influence the search results. In the following, we evaluate our system at two different aspects. 
Evaluation of effectiveness
Eight typical inference rules are explained in this paper, and we tested them one by one. The experiments were performed as follows: For each inference rule R i , we set the test time as 45 minutes, during which a situation similar to R i 's scenario recurred 50 times. However, to test R i 's performance in different situations, the 50 tests were performed alternately using object pairs in two different places (i.e., 25 times for each). For example, for Rule-3, there are three objects referred (expressed as (A, B, C)), so, in the test, the two test-groups can be set as (book, table, book) and (box, floor, book). Following we introduce three terms to distinguish different test results.
Definition 7. (Diverse Test Types):
In our system, an accurate test is one in which an object property (e.g., location) or a hidden object is detected at the right time by the right rule, it scores a true positive (TP). An incorrect claim scores a false positive (FP), and it's an error test. A failed test is one in which an inference rule should have been triggered but was not, which scores a false negative (FN).
We then used two standard metrics to summarize our system's effectiveness. Precision is the probability that a given inference about an object property (or a hidden object) is correct. Recall is the probability that Home-Explorer will correctly infer a given true hidden object (or smart object property). They can be expressed in formula Eq. (10):
The results are shown in Table 1 , where it can be seen that Home-Explorer correctly inferred that a hidden object occurs 88 percent of the time. For two inference rules (Rule-1 and Rule-6), there were no false positives. Of the totally 400 tests (50 tests for each rule multiplied by 8) that actually happened, Home-Explorer detected 89 percent correctly. Rules for smart objects (Rule-1, Rule-2 and Rule-4) performed better than the hidden object detection rules (the other five rules). This is mainly because most of the hidden object detection rules are founded on the smart object rules. For example, to use Rule-5, we must first derive information about the related smart object A that is referred to in this rule. This includes its location, its status, and whether there is any other smart object under it, which should be previously deduced by the smart object rules. The results show that our system can, to a certain extent, enhance the sensor network robustness when the hidden object problem occurs. By analyzing the real-time testing data, we generalized the following reasons that a failed or an error test may occur.
(1) Sensor noise: sometimes sensor noise exceeds the threshold value we set in the rules, which may trigger an inference rule, causing an error test. (2) Object movement: when a smart object is moving, it will take more time for the sensor receivers to relocate it, which may require a longer sensor update time and induce loss of important process data. (3) Sensor delay and data loss: when more sensors are working, the sensor receivers have to cope with them one by one, resulting in more delays. Moreover, as the number of sensors increases, the processing capacity of the sensor system decreases. According to our experimental statistics, when 15 U3D sensors are working simultaneously, about 4% of the sensor data will be lost. (4) Inference rule defects: some other reasons for failure may originate from the inference rules themselves. Because of the imprecise common sense knowledge background, it is sometimes difficult to create a faultless inference rule. Figure 11 gives an example of an exception to Rule-2.
If the three objects X, Y , and Z (Z is under X and is a hidden object) are placed in this way, the horizontal distance between X and Y (i.e., (x4, y4)) still does not exceed the range of (l, w), and, since Z is under X, the height difference (z1 − z2) is also larger than the height of object X. Therefore, Rule-2 will be triggered and will assert that Y is under X. With this incorrect conclusion, the detection of hidden object Z will also fail (as the hasUnderObject property value to X is true, Rule-3 cannot be triggered).
Evaluation of runtime performance
We also evaluated the performance of our system by measuring context reasoning and querying response time on a 1.06-GHz Pentium 4 workstation with 1.0 GB of RAM running Windows XP. We used three context data sets to evaluate our system's scalability. These three test data sets, including the real one we used in our test environment, i.e., SS-ONT-v1.1, which can be parsed into about 2000 RDF triples, and two other simplified versions of SS-ONT (with fewer classes and instances), separately amounts to about 1000 triples and 500 triples. Because the reasoning and querying operations are performed in the memory, the loading time of data sets from OWL files to the memory was measured as well.
We used four rule sets to test the performance of our context reasoner. The smallest rule set includes only one rule (Rule-1 in Eq. (1)), and the biggest rule set consists of twenty rules (including the eight rules described earlier in this paper and some other rules created for other applications). The result of our experiment, shown in Fig. 12(a) , definitely indicates that logic-based context reasoning is a computational intensive task, and the inferencing response time it costs greatly depends on the size of the ontology file and the number of rules applied.
We used SPARQL query statements like Eq. (9) to test the performance of context querying. The experiment result, shown in Fig. 12(b) , clearly demonstrates that the increase of triples or matched facts results in a corresponding increase of the querying response time. Figure 12 (b) also shows that the loading time of an ontology data set is, to some extent, proportional to the size of this data set.
By the above experiment results, we can conclude that the context reasoning time will be human perceivable if the smart space's scale increases. However, as a non-time-critical application, the real time requirement of searching smart objects or detecting hidden objects is not likely to be critical so that a perceivable delay (about one second) caused by context reasoning is acceptable. That's to say, as long as the real time requirement is not too strict, our context infrastructure can support a set of useful human-centric services, for example, an application that can remind a human what he forgets to carry (e.g., it finds that his wallet is still on the table) when he wants to leave home, and another application that can alert a human to the fact that he forgets to put the yogurt or butter back to a refrigerator after it is left on a table for more than 15 minutes, and so forth. The performance evaluation results also suggest that, under a suitable scale of ontology size and the complexity of rule set, our logic-based context reasoning mechanism can also work for some time-critical applications (e.g., security, emergency).
In summary of the above evaluations, to further improve our system's performance, better sensor technologies, transmission protocols, underlying common sense knowledge, and reasoning technology still need to be used. 
Discussion
A survey of comparison of our work with other related systems mentioned in the introduction appears in Table 2 . Different sensing techniques are used by them to acquire information from the physical world, including several different ways to locate physical entities (e.g., people, artifacts and devices), they are, U3D, RFID and pressure sensors for locating people and smart artifacts, and the Bluetooth and Ethernet technology for locating smart devices (e.g., mobile phone, Fax). Different locating technique has different merits and limitations, comparison of them lies outside the scope of this paper, detailed discussions can be found in Hightower and Borriello [17] .
Besides Home-Explorer, smart artifacts are also the focus of several other listed systems, however, all these systems are based on ad hoc context infrastructures, which makes it difficult to share and reuse knowledge. Furthermore, the context reasoning tasks of them are implemented at the programming level, that's to say, they don't use any inference engines, which, inevitably, reduces their extendibility and increases their maintenance costs. Among the smart artifact systems listed in Table 2 , the hidden object problem (or the robustness of sensor network) is only considered in our system.
CoBrA and Semantic Space are two only systems that use normalized ontology as their underlying context infrastructure, they also provide effective context reasoning mechanisms by using inference engines. However, compared to our system, these two systems focus more on the contexts acquired from smart devices or software applications, while the contexts from sensor equipped everyday artifacts are little concerned. As rule-based context reasoning systems, we three systems face the same challenging issues yet to address, especially the performance and time complexity of context reasoning in the presence of large-scale smart spaces and a vast number of rules. It has been reported in Wang et al. [33] that the runtime performance of rule-based context reasoning also depends on the hardware configurations (saving about 50% runtime with a double-speed CPU). Therefore, we expect that, as the rapid development of the computer hardware technology, the runtime performance of logic-based context reasoning will behave better in a few years. Even under current hardware configuration level, we can also improve our system's performance by exploring the distributed computing technology or introducing new control algorithms which can trigger only the related rules when a certain context changes (currently all the rules are re-evaluated when the context of the smart space changes).
Conclusion
We have presented our efforts to incorporate Semantic Web technologies into physical artifact search system development. Building upon an explicit, flexible OWL ontology infrastructure, it is easy to implement knowledge reuse, knowledge sharing, and common context semantic understanding among the independently developed applications. The extended version of our ontology also gives a good modeling of both smart objects and hidden objects. Coupled with Semantic Web supporting tools like SWRL, a set of inference rules that derive smart object information or that detect hidden objects are defined. Based on the derived information, the system provides multiple search modes for humans to search these objects. The results of our experiments illustrate that our system can reflect dynamic physical object information well and greatly enhance the robustness of the sensor network.
There are a number of possible ways to enhance our system: First, since the contexts among objects are complex and changing, Home-Explorer can deal only with a few hidden object search situations. In future works, we hope to study more about common sense and human cognition to create more general rules. Second, as our experiment result shows, when the number of inference rules increases, the evaluation of these rules will take more time (O(n) time, n as the number of rules) and some conflicting relations may be concluded from different rules (because common sense reasoning is imprecise). Therefore, strategies are needed to improve the efficiency of the system's inferences, as discussed by Tan et al. [16] . Nonmonotonic reasoning technologies are also needed to ensure the consistency of the system's inferences, as discussed by Antoniou and Wagner [10] .
